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He is from Chinatown, New York City. She is from Kiev, Ukraine. They met in 
South Korea, engaged in Russia and married in Saint Petersburg, FLORIDA!

Rob Lok met Ievgeniia Pokrovska Lok aka Miss Jane when they shared a stage at the World Expo 
in Yeosu, South Korea in 2012.

They realized they could create dynamic shows together by combining the grace and beauty of 
Miss Jane’s dancing with Rob’s circus skills. Throw in a healthy dose of rapid-fire physical comedy 
and you have a winning combination that will excite audiences around the world.

But there’s also a serious side to the slapstick shenanigans. Rob has spent years enhancing social 
awareness through his art and developing accessible engaging circus theatre throughout the 
Balkans and Afghanistan.  

Some unforgettable moments include performing at a refugee camp in Kosovo and entertaining 
young children in Andkhoi, Afghanistan as armed soldiers watched on. 

In addition to being the first Chinese-American clown to graduate from the world famous Ringling 
Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Clown College, Rob was also the first Chinese-American circus clown 
to perform in Russia at the 2013 Yekaterinburg International Clown Festival with his partner, now 
wife, Miss Jane! 

Miss Jane is a citizen of the Ukraine and she is very excited to be in the United States of America 
since 2014 working with her husband Rob. Having a background as an award-winning belly dancer, 
she has always been comfortable in front of an audience but learning the tricks of the clown trade 
has been completely different. 

But as she puts it, “Making people smile and laugh is a skill that takes years of  practice and I’m 
happy that I get to travel around the globe with someone I love putting that practice to the test!”

The Pokrovskaya Family is responsible for building many of the special costumes used in Rob & 
Miss Jane’s performances. 

Miss Jane is also considered to be one of the premier glass bottle walking artists that perform the 
act professionally around the world today and the only performer with a customized bottle dancing 
apparatus.
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